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Details of Visit:

Author: sidewinder
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 11-02-04 1900
Duration of Visit: 90 minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Agency Touch Of Class
Website: http://www.agencytouchofclasslondon.co.uk/
Phone: 07796560773

The Premises:

Nice flat in Earls Court. Bedroom is a little on the small size but helps intimacy ;-)

The Lady:

Rather short (about 5") blonde lady from Eastern Europe but one of the nicest and friendliest
escorts I have ever been with. She has a superb curvy body with great natural breasts and a pretty
face. Better than her website pictures, IMHO.

The Story:

She was wearing a little black dress when I opened the door which showed her curves to perfection
and had an immediate effect on the fit of my underwear ;-). I had booked 90 minutes because the
agency gives a good deal on that and I fancied a relaxing, unhurried session. I had seen some very
good reports on Katie when she was with a different agency so it seemed a safe bet. The lady at
the agency was also very helpful and said Katie always got great comments from customers.
Anyway, what I got was a very pleasurable time indeed and great value for money.

After a couple of glasses on wine we got onto the bed, where we indulged in some mutual oral until
I came, rather catching me by surprise with the speed and intensity of it. Talk abou prematu.. (oh . .
sod it ! . . Oh well, never mind !) Anyway, after that we chatted and cuddled whilst I gently fondled
her breasts I began to feel that stirring feeling down below. More intense fondling and fooling
around followed until I could restrain myself no longer. Started off in mishionary with some DFK until
I exploded inside her, again surprisingly quicker than I expected as it was the second time in under
an hour.

The rest of the time was spent with some more wine and chat until my time was up, although I was
not made to feel I had to rush out the door on the 90th minute. A third round would certainly have
been on the cards but the flesh, alas, was weak !

I had a really great time. It was helped my the fact that I really fancied her, I like small women,
especially Oriental and although Katie is neither Oriental or that small (great curves) for me she
looked (and was) very attractive and very sexy. A lovely friendly personality and willing manner in
bed really iced the cake for me.
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A lovely girl and very highy recommended. I will certainly be returning for seconds to see if the next
time is better. It sometimes is as I am more relaxed although I have been disappointed in the past
as that 'first time magic' was not there. In her case I would like to try though.
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